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Abstract: The brain is not the seat of intellectual activity but a gateway to the mind. If the mind has concern for the 

state of the gateway not having been under sufficient maintenance, it cannot concentrate on useful thoughts. Someone 

who passes to posterity may not get afterlife because afterlife is not for evil people. Animals cannot get infinite 

spiritual energy and therefore cannot get afterlife. 

For solving problems by the analysis of causes, the annexation of part of the territory of politics to total quality 

management will happen sooner or later. To be a reformer, one needs a theory and to be a little a philosopher. 
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I. Introduction 

In physics, people make experiments and calculations without interpreting the results with some sound new 

theories. It is a physical effort with lack of intellectual effort. Even engineers do such things. In management, people 

want real time data to be spared any intellectual effort. 

 

II. Main text 
A word may have a different meaning when used in a phraseand an intellectual effort is needed to know the 

meanings of phrases. Intellectual effort uses spiritual energy. I wrote about spritual energy in : 

https://www.aijbm.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/F534849.pdf 

I want to add :  

The brain is not the seat of intellectual activity but a gateway to the mind. 

If the mind has concern for the state of the gateway not having been under sufficient maintenance, it cannot 

concentrate on useful thoughts. 

I want also to add : 

Someone who passes to posterity may not get afterlife because afterlife is not for evil people. 

Animals cannot get infinite spiritual energy and therefore cannot get afterlife. States pretend to encourage deep 

thinking but do not. 

 

III. Conclusion 
For solving problems by the analysis of causes, the annexation of part of the territory of politics to total quality 

management will happen sooner or later. To be a reformer, one needs a theory and to be a little a philosopher. 
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